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Nulled electronic signature WP esign premium. Is the best plugin to make Electronic Signature Nulled for WordPress
web site. Category: Nulled softwareBoxer 'discouraged' by drug test George Foreman, left, punches in the second round

of their WBA, WBC and IBF title fight Saturday at the MGM Grand in Las Vegas. Foreman, 44, claimed the WBA
world title, but lost the title on a decision. Nov. 23, 2011 - LAS VEGAS (CNN) -- George Foreman, 44, and Jermain
Taylor, 36, each fought and lost in their fights Saturday, but one gave boxing fans one more memory to cherish. They

were both retired, but for one day, they were two great fighters, both trying to win the WBA world championship. It was
the second fight of the evening, and it was the first time the title holder had stepped in the ring with one of his former

challengers. "It's been a great experience," Foreman said of fighting Taylor, who defeated Antonio Tarver in the fourth
round in the first fight Saturday. "I'm kind of discouraged, to tell you the truth." In the 12th round of their fight

Saturday, both boxers were stopped. The champion, George Foreman, suffered the first loss of his career, and for the
first time in a long time, he didn't finish the fight. The challenger, Jermain Taylor, was knocked out in the 10th round,

his first career knockdown. In the final seconds, Foreman was knocked down, and when he got up, he was dominated by
Taylor. "I knew that I wasn't going to win the fight when I got punched by Taylor," Foreman said. "I wasn't able to hit

him. He hit me with a left hook. And I hit him with a right cross. I hit him with two or three right crosses, and they
didn't hurt him. He hit me a couple of times. And I couldn't do nothing to stop it." Taylor, a former heavyweight

champion, fought for the world championship for the first time in his career. "It was my toughest fight," he said. "I had
to give up everything." Taylor had the advantage over Foreman during the first two rounds. Taylor dropped Foreman in

the second round with a left hook. Foreman was taken to a hospital in the first
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